
Common Core Math in Kindergarten

The main focus in Kindergaften is very basic number sense. Of course they'll work on counting as part of
this. One aspect that will be new for some classrooms is counting starting from numbers other than one.

This helps with add¡tion and subtraction later.

Kindergarteners will compare groups of things to decide which is bigger. They will combine groups

together or take some away from a group. Eventually they'll use written numbers to describe what's going

on.

Kindergarteners will usualty have "rug time" discussion of math as well as play games.

A change (for some) is that all of this investigation is carefully directed to develop skills important for later

grades.

One of the most important skills in math that students begin in Kindergarten is putting things together and

taking them apart in various ways. They'll think about different ways that a number can be made from two

other numbers as they begin to think about addition and subtraction and the geometry Kindergarteners learn

reinforces this idea of putting together and taking apart, too. For example, students may be asked to make

two triangles from a square or to put together shapes to form a new one.

Examples:

The ideas in "My Book of Five" (see reverse) help kids understand what it means to add and subtract.

An important application of this idea comes in representing the "teen" numbers as ten and some

more ones (So that 13 means 10 and 3 more ones) because it is the foundation for regrouping
(what most of learned as "borrowing and carrying"). Recognizing the various combinations of numbers

that "make up" the numbers from I to 10 is a critical building block in learning multi-digit arithmetic.

Tips for Parents:

Even though you may not have been taught math in this way, you can still help your child.

. If you count with them, work on starting from any given number'

. Play games that encourage breaking apart numbers in different ways.
o For teen numbers, you may even count in the unit-form way that emphasizes the ten.

(e,g. 8,9, ten, ten-one, ten-two, ten three, ...) as well as with standard names.
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My bool< of five
https : I I www.i I I ustrativemathematics.org / i I I u strations / 1408

MATERIALS

Double sided counters
Markers that are the same colors as the counters
Teacher-made "My Book of 5" (see below for detailed

directions)

ACTION

Students will be given double sided counters/dots (see picture of counters, above). lt is
important for the markers to match the colors on the counters.

Students take five counters in their cupped hands (or a cup), shake them around, pour them
onto the desk. Next, they count how many counters are yellow and how many are red. Students
then record the numbers in their book and write a corresponding equation. For example, if the
counters landed so that 1 was yellow and 4 were red, then the student would draw one yellow
dot and four red dots and then write "1+4=5" under the drawing. The student would then collect
the counters and roll them again. For each combination of colors, the students record with a
picture and an equation. Students continue untilthey fill their book of 5. The teacher can choose
how many pages to put in, somewhere between five and eight is a good number so that
students get a chance to see multiple combinations.

After the students have completed their books, the teacher should have a whole-group
discussion to make the number relationships explicit. One way to do this is to write each of the
two addends into a table and to discuss possible patterns and reasons for the pattern. The
teacher can ask specific questions such as, "What do you notice about the numbers in the
table?" Or "Why is it that as one number gets bigger, the other number gets smaller?"

My Book of 5
bv-i'.¡:¡; -
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Common Core Math in l't Grade

The main ideas in first grade are addition and subtraction up to twenty, and starting to make larger numbers

out of tens and ones. In the C,ommon Core, kids will not only learn their number facts, but see them as

related. This will help them not only learn these facts, but to build number sense.

For example, a child might learn their "doubles"-like 8 + 8 = l6 -and from there know close facts such as

8 + 7 = l5 because it must be one less than 8 + 8. Anotherchild might prefer to see 8 + 7 as 8 +2+ 5,and
then see that as l0 + 5 to get 15. This last approach of "making a ten" is key. Finding it this way will help

kids remember it and will also be important for knowing the rules of arithmetic and eventually algebra.

Kids will be working in concrete ways with tens and ones --often with blocks, definitely with pictures-so
that they know what it means make a ten or break one up. This process is called "regrouping"
(we have called it than carrying or borrowing in the past, but are we really 'borrowing' if we never get it
back?) to emphasize that the value of the number hasn't changed.
Eventually kids will be proficient with pencil-and-paper and even menlal math, but using pictures or
objects gives them a firm foundation for what they're doing.

Another small but important change is that kids won't just see problems like 3 + 2 = 5 but also 5 = 3 + 2
and even 3 + 2 = I + 4. Well-established research suggests the importance of activities like this to lay a

proper understanding of the equal sign.

Examples:

The game "Kiri's Mathematics Matching Game" (see reverse) is like Memory, though one can even start
with all cards face up as one is learning the game. The idea is to look for two numbers which add or
subtract to give ararget. So if the target is 6 and you [urn over a 4 first you can look for 2 next, because 2 +
4 = 6, or l0 because l0 - 4 = 6, To figure out what you need to turn over, you can use the relationship
between addition and subtraction, which is what the game is really about.

And far from the Common Core being "one size fits all", this sholvs that even kids (in this case a 4J kid)
can help create Common Core materials!

Tips for Parents:

Here are some ideas for reinforcing the math at home.

Talking about arithmetic out loud as it comes up in daily life is wonderful.
"There are six of us at dinner and two cups already out; how many more cups do we need."
If you use cash, talking through money is terrific.
There are many good games that promote good number sense, without your kids even noticing.
For example, if you play the card game "War" but use tlvo cards instead-so my 5 + 3 = 8 beats

your 2 + 5 ='7 -even better than just doing the addition in this case is reasoning that 5+3 wins

because both have 5's but the three is greater than the 2.

If you want to give kids skill practice, it is better to have activities lvhich encourage reflection. A
website or lvorksheet lvhich has kids do a "plus two" right next to a "plus three" lvill encourage

them to make connections that reinforce recall.
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Kiri's Mathematics Matching Game

Students can play in groups of 2-4.

An array of cards (twelve to twenty in total) is placed face down and one card, called the
target card, is put face up.

The students take turns flipping over two cards, one at a time.

lf the sum or difference of the values on the two cards equals the value on the target card, the

student who exposed those cards should say a number sentence to express the
relationship. lf they are correct, the three cards are removed and replaced so there is again a

full array.

lf a student does not combine the values of flipped cards to make the value on the target
card, then it is the next student's turn.

f n the no-memory-needed version of the game, all chosen cards are left face up (after an

unsuccessfulturn) and may be used to make matches. ln the light-memory version, cards are

left face up untilthere is a match, after which all are put face down. ln the memory version,
cards are put face down after an unsuccessful turn before the next player's turn.

ø 0 + 0 c
ln allversions, students must engage basic addition and subtraction facts. ln the memory
version, after a student has turned over one card, in order to know whether there is a match

using cards they've seen, they need to to solve equations of the form
A+b=c, b+E=q n-Ec And b-A=c.
Students could also be asked to record the number sentences they make.
Teachers could make cards, or have students make them, or use numbered cards from a
standard deck or by taking cards from other games. Zeros would be appropriate, and "wilds"
could also naturally be incorporated. The target card values should be up to
20 to fully meet the standard (with target cards kept separately).

To extend, and incorporate 1.O4.7 into this activity, there could be two target cards to match in
total or difference and/or students could flip over three cards and possibly use all of them.

Note: This game was invented by Kiri, a first grader (now a fourth grader) at Edison Elementary.
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Common Core Math in 2"d Grade

Second graders will continue their work understanding the way our number system works using place

values oiones, tens, hundreds, etc.They'll recognize that the 3 in the number 357 represents 3 hundreds

rather than 'Just being a three" and that 12 tens is the same as I hundred and 2 tens. Later this will make it

clear that aaãing two hundred to 357 is just a matter of adding 2 to the 3 in the hundreds place.

Kids will work on skip counting by various numbers including tens and hundreds both to increase skill for

addition and subtraction using these place values but also as a foundation for multiplication'

rùy'hile second graders will continue to use many different strategies for adding and subtracting, they use

their understanding of the way numbers are built to move toward methods that will always work quickly

and accurately.

Geometric concepts they're studying at the same time reinforce the number sense they're working on,

provide real lvorlà contåxts, andgive a good foundation for understanding more advanced concepts. For

instance, you'll notice that studenis work with measuring lengths. They might add two different lengths

together o, 
"o.pur" 

the lengths of two objects (which would require subtraction). Using bar graphs, clocks,

o. ¡1on"y they might practi; these same skills. In second grade they also do things like partition rectangles

into squàres and other equal shapes in preparation for understanding both multiplication and fractions.

Examples:

Bundling and Unbundling (see reverse)

The first part of this task is straightforward, but in part b) of this task, the kids have to think a bit more'

They're breaking apart the number 14 tens into l0 tens and 4 tens. Then, they recognize that the group of l0

tens can be "bundled" into a group of t hundred. This is just what they will need to understand in order to

add something like 152 + 9l using the standard algorithm where we line up the ones and the tens and the

hundreds and add in columns. eaáing 2 and I in tñe ones place is straightforward, but when they add the 5

and 9 in the tens place, the 14 they get lvill have to be regrouped (or "carried").

Tips for Parents:

. practice in everyday situations. For example, ask your child to compare the price of two different

items and decide how much you would save. Count by 2's, 3's,4's, etc. to figure out how many

there are of something rather than counting one at a time'

. you may find that there are methods of writing basic arithmetic that are unfamiliar to you' Often,

these arè just ways of recording more of the thinking that goes into the math. Try to understand the

process yourself , checking in with the teacher if need be. If you do want to share the way you

learned make sure you 
"un 

also explain the thinking around it as well as holv it relates to the ways

things are being done in class.

. Have your child explain how she found an anslver using words or pictures, sometimes even if the

process is easY for her.
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Bundling and Unbundling.
https ://www. i I I u strativemathematics.orgli I I ustrations/1 44

Make true equations. Write one number in every space. Draw a picture if it helps.

a. t hundred+4tens=_; 4tens+1 hundred=
b. 14 tens = 10 tens + _tens; 14 tens = _ hundred + 4 tens; 14 tens - _ ones
c. Tones+5hundreds=
d. 8 hundreds =
e. 106 = t hundred + tens + ones; 'l 06 = _tens + _ones ;

106 = ones
f. 90+300+4=

Commentary

Students determine the number of hundreds, tens and ones that are necessary to write
equations when some digits are provided. Student must, in some cases, decompose hundreds
to tens and tens to ones. The order of the summands does not always correspond to the place
value, making these problems less routine than they might

Solutions

a. 140, 140.The first problem asks for the same number (1a0) in different ways. This emphasizes
that order doesn't matter in addition - yet order is everything when using place-value
notation.

b. '14 tens = 10 tens + 4 tens14 tens = t hundred+4 tens14 tens = 140.ln this problem, the base-
ten units in 140 are bundled in different ways. ln the first line, "tens" are thought of as
units: 14 things = 10 things + 4 things.

c. 507.8y scrambling the usual order, the third problem requires students to link the values of
the parts with the order of the digits in the positional system. Also, to encode the
quantity, the student will have to think: "no tens," emphasizing the role of 0.7 ones + 5
hundreds = 5O7

d. 800.|n the foutlh problem, the zeros come with a silent "no tens and no ones": 8 hundreds =
800

e. 106=lhundred+0tens+6ones106=10tens+6ones106=l06oneslnthisproblem,the
base-ten units in 106 are bundled in different ways. This is helpful when learning how to
subtract in a problem like 106 - 34 by thinking about 106 as 100 tens and 6 ones.

f. 394. The sixth problem is meant to illustrate the notion that lf the order is always given
"correctly," then all we do is teach students rote strategies without thinking about the
size of the units or how to encode them in positional notation.9O + 300 + 4 = 394
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Common Core Math in 3'd Grade

Back in the good otd days, third grade math was all about multiplication. In the Common Core, that's what

it is still about!

A key change is that now we want students to apply their multiplication skills to more story problems,

as well as connect the multiplication facts to one another. For example, if a child knows their "times fours",

thatcan be used to helprecall orfigureouttheir"timeseights": Since 3 x4 = 12,fhen 3 x I mustbe

twice that or 24. Some, but not all kids, have used these kinds of strategies in the past. Now they will be

used widely, and they will all be discussed so the kids who notice these kinds of things learn to not just see

it but describe what and why.

Kids will see pictures explaining these connections (see example below). Students will also do

multiplication and division together more, rather than seeing them separately. So, for example, soon after

students learn that 4 x 6 = 24 fhey'lllearn italso means that?4 + 4 = 6 and24 + 6 = 4. Kids will
also be mastering addition and subtraction in the hundreds. This will mean not only learning the standard

way, but figuring out short cuts and alternate approaches and talking about why they work. For many

ieasons we'd like to see kids see an addition such as 398 + 15 and not have to "line it up" to add but

instead say, "lvell, if we give two of the l5 to the 398 that makes 400 so the answer is 413" or "if we look
on the number line, only two steps are needed to get to 400, and then l3 steps more would be 413.

Examples:
Eureka Math: Demonstrating the Commutativity of Multiplication (see reverse)
https://wrvw.en ga geny.org/resou rce/grade-3 -ma thematics-mod u le- I

Here we see third graders using pictures of neatly organized objects called rectangular arrays (orjust
arrays). In the Common Core, second graders will begin to use arrays so they will already be familiar.
In this worksheet, students use these arrays to see why we get the same amount lvhen we calculahe 2 x 6,

(thatis,twosixes)and 6 x 2(fhúis,six twos). tatertheyfill in 2 X 9 = 9 x 

-.Here,insteadof
having tlvo problems to evaluate and get the answer of eighteen, students see these as directly related. This
is emphasizing how arithmetic follows rules which eventually become the rules of algebra.

Tips for Parents:

If you practice multiplication facts, try to highlight related facts especially when your child cannot recall

one. For example, if they don't remember 6 x 6 right away, you can ask "do you remember 5 x 6?" If they

do, then remind them (if needed) that 6 x 6 is just six more.

Be patient with the reclangular arrays and other unfamiliar approaches. No method is perfect, but for many

students and teachers their use has already proven to be more effective than what we are doing in the past.

It should be fine to show your child the standard "line them up" lvays to add and subtract (and they will see

them in class too!) but realize that they may need to provide an alternate approach, especially when the

s[andard way isn't as efficient as some meaningful shortcut.
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Eureka Math Module 1 Lesson 7 (excerpt)

L. a. Count by 2 six t¡mes. 2. a. Count by 6 two times.

b, Oraw an array that matches your count-bv,

c. Write a multiplication sentence that represents the

total number of objects in your array.

X

b. Draw an array that matches your count-by.

c, Write a muftiplication sentence that

represents the tota I num ber of oblects in
your array.

Þ&Þ@ÞSÞF

Þ#Þ&ÞF>*

x

3. a. Compare your work f n Problems 1 and 2. Turn your paper as you study the årrays to look at them in
dífferent ways.

b. Why are the factors in your multipl¡cation sentences in a different order?

Write and solve a dítferent multiplication sentence to describe each array.

Ï&ÞF

þBÞF

s&Èe

ÞFÞ@
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Common Core Math in 4th Grade

The two most importanl areas of focus for this grade are skill with multiplication and division and building

unders[anding of fractions.

Fourth Graders will develop understanding of and fluency with multi-digit multiplication and division.

Eventually, they should be comfortable with methods for multiplication and division that work quickly and

accurately. This includes the usual procedures, as well as some which could be faster in some cases or mote

understandable to the students. For example, 35 x 12=35 x2x6 =70 x6 = 420.This not only helps when

calculator or pencil-and-paper are not available, but helps to prepare for algebra. To be sure these processes

work, and to better prepare for algebra, the students will use pictures and other methods to explain why

they work.

Fractions is another kèy element of 4th grade math. To understand why fractions have many names for the

same number-for example J is ttre same as I ir ttt" same as I and so on-students will use pictures,

instead of "canceling", which doesn't really have any meaning for kids at that point, or using fraction

multiplication, which would be using an advanced topic for more basic understanding.

Examples:
From Eureka Math: Grade 4 Module 3 Topic C Overview
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Each of these descriptions of how to calculate 1423 times 3 is useful in different ways.

The first uses place value (the meaning of ones, tens, hundreds and thousands) and connects multiplication

to addition. The middle two descriptions are expanded and condensed versions of the standard algorithm.

The last uses area to represent the multiplication and connects the other descriptions with ideas needed in

algebra. Students will learn to see the connections between these methods both to check their work and to

reinforce why each process works.

Tips for Parents:

. Communicate lvith your child's teacher if you are regularly unable to help your child with

unfamiliar multiplication or division methods.

Do math in everyday settings. Encourage your child to recognize fraction equivalence in activities

like cooking, foi example "I can put in one cup and a half cup of milk or three half-cups of milk".

There are lóts of multiplication and division examples, for example estimating how many candies

they'll get from trick-or-treating.

Especially if your child catches on to procedures quickly, make sure he can explain why

something makes sense.
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Explaining Fraction Equivalence with Pictures
https://www.i I lustrativemathematics.org/il I ustrations/743

a The rectangie beìow has lenoth 1. V/hal lraciion does lhe shaCed Þârt reoresent?

I

b. The rectangle bejorv has lhe same length as the rectangle above. What fraction does lhe shaded pan
represenl?

I
c. Use the picÍures lo explain why the tvro fracÌions represenied above are equivalent.

Commentary: The purpose of this task is to provide students with an opportunity to explain fraction
equivalence through visual models in a particular example. Part c) should be approached as a discussion
before students are asked to write an explanation. Students can talk generally about the relationship
between the pictures ("Each oftbe larger pieces is broken up into 3 little pieces"), which can then be
refined and connected to the appropriate operations ("There are three times as many smaller pieces as

bigger pieces"). Students will need more opportunities to think about fraction equivalence with different
examples and models, but this task represents a good hrst step.

Solutions: a) 7a b) 9llT
c. 'f 

fìrÉlÉ f¡eces i:i lrrr Lr¡tlcrr¡ roclanule lìave ll:€ sÈrxB si¿u ¿rs I ÈiLç{, iri tlie loo r'¡clsrolc. \{e cgr:
evso g\ov¿ lhis by tjarkoiling tlìo l:ius around groups.cl ltlruer illiu:l¡¡ioces irr'ltre rr.rct-arq!o Lhal
:epresentu ;i:

I
When rvu :'låku gru,-;ps ol thiËè i?ì llìs bl)ttÐfrt reclerigle, tti{rre a¡e 3 grr;ups ol 3 slra<JÉd pécus
årid 4 qriJL.;l]9 irf 3 ir¡ ths rvJi¡¡le. ¡scta¡rglÊ. Us'ng ü:ese qroues, rve seo lhat

fJ (3x3)
ti ,J*li

l

ctl ìito hcrlfc¡rir i€,:,1¿rlglü is shaclcrj. Slrrrit thê shåded fiortior"ì is l,'ìt¡ sa-'!':s ir: è¡cir tåsú tyJt,//o just
:Jr-:h al il irt a dilloreni tr,ay arrtJ dÉ,rcribe :l vr,llì à dilfûrÈr'l frasl;r¡n. tho lracLi:r:s úrÉ êqrå;. S:]

t:1
¡"1
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Common Core Math in Sth Grade

Fifth grade in the Common Core is when students finish having arithmetic as a focus, though in later grades

there lvill be plenty of opportunity to continue practicing these skill -for example, dividing numbers when

computin g proportions.

This year students will learn to add fractions. This is a complicated process, and some curricula even

suggest using elaborate gimmicks to remember it. In the Common Core, students will have a firm

grounding in the number line, in renaming fractions t".g.?is also f ) and in adding fractions rvith the same

denominatorfi*å=1¡.ntl ofthiswill makeadditionoffractionsaprocessthatmakessenseratherthan

something to remember using tricks which use pictures of X's or butterfly lvings. This type of reasoning

also helps to applyfraction arithmetic correctly. Many of us remember that to multiply 
å "; 

you "multiply

across," but struggle to know if one should multiply in a real world context. A key is that I x I is wtrat you

get when you split I of something into three equal pieces and take two of those. Students will use pictures

to reason about problems, as many good problem-solvers often do. From these they will be able to know

lvhether to multiply or divide, and have a sense for what a reasonable answer should be.

Students will use similar reasoning about whole numbers and decimals-using sketches, examples, and

properties which have been carefully developed, so these arithmetic skills will provide a strong base for
algebra.

Examples:

Video Game Scores (see reverse) https://lvlvr.v.illustrativemathematics.org/illustrations/590

In this task, students connect a "real-life" situation to arithmetic with many steps. The students don't have

to evaluate the scores, though a teacher could ask them to if necessary. The more important part of the

activity is to have students work on their mathematical language skills to interpret expressions in the

context of the problem, This gives some great practice leading up to using variables as in algebra. One can

just change the task a bit-an unknown amount of bonus points, for example-and it is a good algebra

activity.

Tips for Parents:

It is likely that your child is learning in a way you didn't so you can't just figure out in a minute

what's going on. That presents a great opportunity: ask your child to explain some math to you!

Communicating reasoning is a skill lve want children to have, and it rarely happens enough.

Kids at this point will likely have a strong sense of how "good" they are at math, usually based on

how quickly they can calculate. Challenge this! Many of the best mathematicians are slow at

calculation, but take time to truly understand a problem. Understanding wilt eventually be a

struggle for everyone in some math class. Just as a musician doesn't expect to play every new

piece well, a math learner won't understand every concept right away but can progress until they

get there.

High achievers may be ready to use variables to more deeply reflect on the arithmetic they learn. If
they see exactly why three fourths and two fourths makes five fourths (on the number line,

especially), and similarly nine fourths and two fourths makes eleven fourths and so on, then they

could also say that ¿ fourths and trvo fourths makes n + 2 fourths. In symbols, that's | *'i: +
This deeper reflection on fraction arithmetic is much more beneficial than rushing though the rules

of arithmetic in an accelerated track.
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Video Game Scores .illustrative llustrations/590

Eric is playing a video game. At a ceftain point in the game, he has 31500 points. Then the
following events happen, in order: He earns 2450 additionalpoints. He loses 3310 points. The
game ends, and hís score doubles.

Write an expression for the number of points Eric has at the end of the game. Do not
evaluate the expression. The expression should keep track of what happens in each step
listed above.

Eric's sister Leila plays the same game. When she is finished playing, her score is given by
the expression 3(24500+3610)-67S0,Describe a sequence of events that might have led to

Leila earníng this score.

Commentary: Standard 5.04.2 asks students to "Write simple expressions that record
calculations with numbers, and interpret numerical expressions without evaluating them." This
task asks students to exercise both of these complementary skills, writing an expression in part
(a) and interpreting a given expression in (b). The numbers given in the problem are deliberately
large and "rJgly" to discourage students from calculating Eric's and Leila's scores. The focus of
this problem is not on numerical answers, but instead on building and interpreting expressions
that could be entered in a calculator or communicated to another student.

Solution:
a. When Eric earns 2450 additionalpoints, his score becomes 31500 + 2450.When he loses

3310 points, his score becomes (31500 + 2450) - 3310. (Note that this can also be
written without the parentheses.)When Eric's score doubles, the score becomes 2 x
(31500 + 24501 - 3310), which can also be written 2(31500 + 2450 - 3310).

b. Here is a possible sequence of events that might lead to the score given: At a certain point in
the game, Leila has 24500 points. She earns 3610 additional points. Her score triples.
She loses 6780 points.

c. Note that the order of the steps is important; rearranging the steps will likely lead to a different
expression and a different final score.
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